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Today, health care providers and administrators demand more from their practice 
management software than ever before, with a constant need to increase 
efficiency and workflow, reduce costs, and provide high-quality health care 
services all at the same time.  

MedicsPremier does exactly that, delivering unparalleled power, flexibility, 
reliability, and ease-of-use while providing that increase in efficiency and productivity. 

MedicsPremier has actually evolved in over thirty years of development…from 
the very origins of Advanced Data Systems itself. With that type of provenance, 
our MedicsPremier is a system truly rich in technological advancements. 

When considering the real-world needs of today's health care office administration, your first choice should be a leading product 
from a proven company. Your first choice should be MedicsPremier, The Ultimate in Medical Practice Management Software.  

WindowOne™:  ONE WINDOW TO YOUR DATA!

WindowOne functionality from ADS enables users to work in virtually any 
MedicsPremier window and have a myriad of readily-needed data displayed 
without having to hunt and peck throughout the entire system to find it.

Schedule an appointment.  See the patient’s balance.  View a general account 
inquiry of the patient.  See the patient’s last diagnoses and procedures.  Post a 
payment.  Essentially everything you need to know or do regarding this patient is 
right there with WindowOne.

Productivity, time savings, minimal keystrokes / mouse clicks, and efficiency are 
what you will experience using the WindowOne functionality in MedicsPremier!

MedicsPremier Features

MedicsPremier Standard Features include the dynamic MedicsPremier Patient and Guarantor database with flexible search criteria. 
Some of the system’s built-in capabilities include: 

    

ICD-10:  The Medics ICD-10 Code Converter will display a listing of ICD-10 codes based on the ICD-9 code, or by text lookup using 
Google™ -type search capability.  The most appropriate ICD-10 is selected and the claim is submitted.  The Medics Claim Denial 
Manager allows for viewing of any denied claims, seeing the reason for denial, fixing the error and resubmitting, all “on the fly.”  The 
Denial Manager is an elegant tool to help ensure that any claims which are denied are fixed immediately and resubmitted.  

MedicsPremier will operate with both codes sets simultaneously for payers who may still require ICD-9 codes beyond the current 
deadline date of October 1, 2014. 

Submitted claims that remain unpaid can be tracked online using Emdeon’s no-cost Vision Claim Tracking capability.  Users are 
able to see the status of claims in the payment process and can help anticipate when payment can be expected.  

• Essential System Reports 

• Procedure and Diagnosis Code tracking

• Automated Recalls

• Case-Specific views

• On-Screen Alert messages

• Fast Patient Registration with   
 “on-the-fly” duplicate record checking

• Detailed Patient Insurance Plan  
 Information windows

• Multiple Security levels

• Highly Detailed Audit Trail

• Electronic Superbills

• Many more built-in capabilities



Email:  Patient email addresses can be stored in MedicsPremier from which a file can be created for sending emails to all patients, 
groups of patients or individual patients.  

Customization, Personalization, Security:  MedicsPremier is highly customizable with extensive per-user personalization features.  
Security access levels are based on user login as defined by the Practice Administrator, and can range from the most limited of 
access to full system access.

MedicsPremier ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Automated billing with comprehensive EDI capabilities 

Millions of EDI transactions are processed annually using MedicsPremier in medical 
practices of every size and specialty, and by revenue cycle management companies.

 • MedicsPremier EDI is excellent for both Primary and Specialty practices   
  including behavioral health and anesthesiology.
 • Electronic Claims to Medicare, Medicaid, and to hundreds of commercial   
  carriers.
 • Comprehensive A/R Management for patients’ and insurance companies’   
  receivables; additional collection agency features are also available.
 • Electronic Remittance for the automated posting of EOBs line-by-line directly   
  to the correct patients’ accounts.
 • Insurance Eligibility for instantaneous verification of a patient’s coverage.
 • Real-time Claim Tracking to view the status of previously submitted claims.

Automated Patient Workflow 

Control and oversee of the flow of patients and information, as well as the use of office equipment throughout the practice for 
increased efficiency and productivity.  MedicsPremier Workflow is a high level management tool used by practice administrators 
to help ensure staff and resources are being utilized optimally throughout the day.

Patient Information Management 

MedicsPremier has a comprehensive patient demographics database giving the practice a powerful management tool for analyzing 
and compiling a variety of statistical patient data.  Multiple user definable code searches are also available in Patient Demographics 
which can be used to quickly create create reports that are of specific importance to the user. 

Advanced Appointment Scheduler

The MedicsPremier Appointment Scheduler is a key management tool vital to any 
medical practice, with numerous features and capabilities designed to make 
certain that appointments based on type and reason are in sync with the practice’s 
own philosophy on scheduling patients.  

Display multiple providers’ schedules at one time, and in a variety of views or 
modalities.  The system can be used to schedule diagnostic equipment and / or 
special exam rooms.  A variety of Scheduler Reports can be generated including 
no-shows, cancellations, and reschedules. Check pre-certs and verify patients’ 
insurance coverage by upcoming appointment dates.

MedicsScan™ Integrated Document Scanning

Scan patients’ insurance cards, IDs, correspondence and other documents directly to their MedicsPremier records.  Then quickly 
view these scanned items without having to search through paper files to find them. 

Management and Financial Reporting

Reports are the backbone of any business, and medical practices are no exception. A comprehensive array of built-in, highly 
user-definable Reports for displaying Management and Financial data are built into MedicsPremier.  Additional Reports are also 
available as needed for practices and revenue cycle management companies that require highly specialized reports beyond those 
which are built into the system.   



ADDITIONALLY AVAILABLE FEATURES:

Several additional capabilities and enhancements are available from ADS for use with MedicsPremier.  These can be included 
initially with the system, or obtained at any future point as desired by the practice:

MedicsPremier Entities

One of the major strengths of MedicsPremier is its ability to differentiate finan-
cials between providers’ tax ID numbers through its Entity architecture. Each 
provider at the practice, or each client of the revenue cycle management compa-
ny can have their own Entity within the system.   

• Entities prevent inadvertent comingling of patients among providers

• Reports can be generated by Entity, selected Entities, or all Entities

• No logging-in and logging-out of Entities making it easy for users to work

MedicsPremier Entities provide a safe, secure way to segregate patients and their data by provider tax ID.

MedicsRx™ e-Prescribing and Prescription Management

While prescription management and e-Rx are generally capabilities available with an EHR (as they are with our own 
MedicsDocAssistant™ EHR), ADS also makes e-Rx available with the MedicsPremier PM.

• Features such as Prescribing Records, Renewal Requests, Medication Lists,  Medication History, Drug-to-Drug and Drug-to 
Allergy alerts, Formulary data, the electronic transmission of prescriptions directly to pharmacies and the ability to print 

prescriptions whenever needed can all be performed in MedicsPremier with the 
addition of MedicsRx. 

• MedicsRx represents a perfect way for a non-EHR practice to handle their e-Rx  
needs.  Eliminate handwritten prescriptions and their associated problems of 
illegibility, lost prescriptions, prescribing medications not covered by the 
patient’s insurance, renewals and refills, time on the phone with pharmacists 
regarding any of these issues and more with MedicsRx added to MedicsPremier.

Medics On-Call™

Clean, fast and accurate use of your iPhone™, iPad™, iPod Touch™, Droid™ or other “smart 
phone” with Internet access for data entry and charge posting at the point of care. 

 • Excellent for hospital rounds / Admit and Discharge dates.   

 • Access the MedicsPremier Appointment Scheduler to see or reschedule upcoming appointments, or to create new appointments  

 • Connect to MedicsRx for generating prescriptions and refills

 • View patient demographics and information

Automated Appointment Reminders and Alerts 

While MedicsPremier has a built-in ability to generate reminder notices to patients, it can also be integrated with an automated 
patient contact system to efficiently help keep your waiting room at capacity, and to also broadcast general messages about the 
practice, inclement weather messages, etc.  Reminders and alerts can be sent by automated telephone dialing, by email and by 
text message.

• Expensive, add-on report writing utilities are not   
 needed   

• Virtually every data field is reportable

• Drill-down into details when needed

• Easily export reports to Excel™

• Reports are configurable to process  on specific dates  
 and  / or times

• System response time is not degraded while reports  
 are compiling



ADDITIONALLY AVAILABLE FEATURES (CONTINUED):

Credit Card Payments

MedicsPremier offers seamless integration with credit card processing centers 
for practices that want to offer this capability to their patients.  Patients can use 
a credit or debit card to pay their copayments or balances.  Credit card 
payments are then automatically recorded onto the patients’ accounts, with no 
need for a separate posting step. 

Production and e-Statements

MedicsPremier can easily produce its own patient statements with the Medics 
LaserForms capability.  But they still need to be folded, stuffed into window 
envelopes, sealed, have postage affixed and be mailed.

The solution is ExpressBill which completely automates the patient statement process.  In fact, patient statements can be totally 
paperless with ExpressBill’s e-Statement capability!

e-Statements are emailed directly to the patient for even more privacy and can be tracked as to when they are received, when they 
are opened and perhaps more importantly, not opened.  e-Statements contain a “pay now” button for secure credit card 

payments directly to the practice, in full with no transaction deductions made. 

ExpressBill will generate paper statements to patients when email addresses 
bounce back as undeliverable, ensuring an automated backup for statements 
to patients. 

For just pennies more than postage, your practice’s or revenue cycle manage-
ment company’s delivery of patient statements could not be easier or more 
efficient with ExpressBill and e-Statements.  

Other Services and Information

Data Conversions:  ADS Programmers have performed hundreds of data 
conversions from other billing systems to ours.  Typical data that is converted 

consists of demographics, insurance information, referring physicians, appointments and a balance forward.  Conversions are 
helpful in eliminating the need to manually re-enter patient data into the new MedicsPremier system.  Data conversions are 
optional and are based purely on what works best for the practice.

Interfaces:  ADS Programmers have also perfected hundreds of interfaces to other systems such as HIEs, hospitals, labs, clinical 
office equipment (EKG, sonogram, holter, spirometry, etc.) and other software programs.  Interfaces can generally be either 
uni-directional or bi-directional based on the needs of the practice. 

Compatibility:  Our systems are non-proprietary and HL7 compliant, helping to ensure compatibility to a variety of other healthcare 
related software systems.  Likewise, there is compatibility with products such as Microsoft™ WORD™, Excel™, Access™, etc.  Our 
systems are open enough to be interfaced with programs for general accounting, general ledger, payables and more.  

CLOUD / ASP OR CUSTOMER HOSTED:  

MedicsPremier is available in the format best suited toward your practice’s needs, whether Cloud / ASP or Customer Hosted. 

MedicsPremier Cloud / ASP allows users to access the system through the internet. MedicsPremier Customer Hosted is the 
configuration of choice for a practice that prefers to have the system residing on its own server.   

Whether Cloud / ASP or Customer Hosted, MedicsPremier will provide the high quality, state of the art features needed to manage 
the business side of medical practices of any size or specialty.  It is also the ideal system for revenue cycle management companies 
for the billing, reporting and general PM requirements of their clients. 

MedicsPremier: Fast, Clean, Easy and Proven Practice Management Automation!



ADS…All You Need Is Us™!
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(800)899-4237 ext. 2264 • info@adsc.com • www.adsc.com
The ADS Building, 15 Prospect Street, Paramus NJ 07652

Advanced Data Systems Corporation (ADS) is a leading provider of interoperable, integrated automation 
solutions to medical practices, radiology and imaging centers, behavioral health facilities, revenue cycle manage-
ment companies.

In addition to our MedicsPremier system for comprehensive Practice Management, our other solutions include:

 • MedicsDocAssistant EHR for managing patients’ clinical and medical information is certified for Stage 1 and  
  Stage 2 Meaningful Use.  Excellent for multiple specialties including Radiology and Behavioral Health.

 • MedicsRIS™, a full-featured system for Radiology management needs.

Each component of the Medics Solutions Suite is available individually as needed by the practice, or as a fully 
integrated, unified system. They are also available in Cloud / ASP or Customer Hosted format, depending purely 
on what works best for the client.

ADS represents a remarkably superior combination of vendor stability and top-shelf healthcare automation solutions. 

The Company was founded in 1977 as “Advanced Data Systems” and it continues to operate under that same 
company name and ownership.  ADS’ history of consistency and reliability is considerable, especially in an industry 
too often known for exactly the opposite.

ADS has always been extraordinarily dedicated to its clients. A prime example of this dedication is how ADS has 
never “sunsetted” or discontinued or any of its software solutions. In fact, hundreds of ADS clients still use their 
original ADS Medics II practice management systems which ADS continues to support. 

With its unparalleled history of dependability and its robust time-tested Medics solutions, it is not surprising that 
tens of thousands of providers rely on system from ADS every day. 

The ADS Mission Statement sums up the Company’s approach and recipe for success:

Our Mission since 1977 has been to provide leading state-of-the-art automation solutions to medical practices and 
revenue cycle management companies with systems noted for their vastly superior efficiencies, resulting in 
optimum productivity. Complementing our software solutions is our ongoing goal of providing our clients with the 
finest in Implementation services, Training, Programming, and superior Customer Support.

Contact ADS to learn more about the Company and how our MedicsPremier PM, MedicsDocAssistant EHR, and 
MedicsRIS solutions can bring new levels of automation and efficiency to your practice or revenue cycle 
management company. 
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